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Weak and strong invariance principles are established for strictly stationary sequences satisfying 
a mixing assumption which has two “parts”, one based on the strong mixing condition with a 
polynomial mixing rate and the other based on the p-mixing condition. 
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1. Introduction 
Suppose {X,, kEZ} is a strictly stationary sequence of (real valued) random 
variables on a probability space (0, 9, P). For -cc =S J s LS co define 9$:= 
a(Xk, JS k s L). For each n 2 1 define 
c-u(n):=sup/P(AnB)-P(A)P(B)I, AE%?~, BE&F; 
p(n) := suplCorr(J; s)l, .fE =%(@d, g E =%(%3; 
qo(n):=sup(P(B(A)-P(B)/, AE@,, BE&~, P(A)>O. 
The sequence is said to be “strongly mixing” if a(n) + 0 as n + a3, “p-mixing” if 
p(n)+0 as n+oo, and “p-mixing” if p(n)-+ 0 as n + 00. It is well known that 
p-mixing implies strong mixing and (see Ibragimov and Linnik [18, Theorem 17.2.33) 
q-mixing implies p-mixing. 
Mixing types of dependence lead to many useful limit theorems with broad 
applicability in statistical mechanics (see e.g. Denker and Philipp [ 121) or statistics 
in general. In order to establish the central limit theorem for strongly mixing 
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sequences, the most instrumental way is to find a good estimate for the rate of 
convergence of a(n) to zero. In some situations it is difficult to compute this rate, 
and one has to look for an alternative approach such as verifying the p-mixing or 
even p-mixing condition (perhaps without concern for mixing rate). When this 
approach also fails, there is another possibility: to show that there exists a sequence 
{Dn} of “large nice events”, with P(D,) + 1 as n + co, such that for large n the 
sequence {X,} restricted to D, has a small value for p(n) or p(n), converging to 
zero as n + ~0. One might refer to such a condition as a “restricted p-mixing” or 
“restricted p-mixing” condition. This is a little vague, but as a specific example the 
well known “absolute regularity” (weak Bernoulli) condition can be formulated as 
a “restricted p-mixing” condition; see Shields [24, p. 891. This condition was studied 
in many papers on limit theory for dependent random variables; see e.g. Volkonskii 
and Rozanov [25], Gastwirth and Rubin [14], Yoshihara [26], Berbee [l], and 
Dehling and Philipp [ll]. 
The purpose of this paper is to study limit theory under “restricted p-mixing” 
conditions. Now the p-mixing condition itself can be formulated in terms of pairs 
of events, as follows (see [6], [7, Theorem l.l(ii)], or [S]): 
s~p’~(~~~)-~(~)~(~)‘,A& 
P’bW’@)1”’ 
m, BEG P(A)P(B)>O n, 1 
+O as n+co. 
One can formulate various “restricted p-mixing” conditions depending on whether 
one uses pairs of events or pairs of L&-functions, on whether (for each n) one 
“conditions” on the “large nice event” D, or uses some other way of analyzing the 
sequence {X,} restricted to D,, and also on whether extra assumptions are imposed 
on D, (e.g. D, E S??,). Among these conditions, the following seems to be one of 
the least restrictive: There exist sequences {a,,} and {A,,} of nonnegative real numbers, 
with a,, + 0 and A, --, 0 as n + ~0, such that 
Vn 2 1 30, E 9 such that 
(i) P(D,) 3 1 -a,, and 
(ii) VA E 9’?, VB E c 
IP(An Bn D,)-P(An D,)P(Bn D,)l 
s A, * [P(A n D,)P(B n D,)]“‘. 
A careful but simple calculation will show that (1.1) implies 
(1.1) 
IP(AnB)-P(A)P(B)Isa,+h,[P(A)P(B)]”2 
(1.2) 
for the same sequences (a,} and {A,,}. Indeed, (1.2) seems to be implied by, as well 
as being similar to but also simpler than, any reasonable version of a “restricted 
p-mixing” condition as described above. Accordingly, our purpose will be well 
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served by simply studying limit theory under condition (1.2); this is the condition 
that will be used in all of our results. 
The conditions (1.1) and (1.2) (with a, -+O and A, +O) can be described as 
“two-part” mixing conditions, and each implies strong mixing with rate a(n)< 
a, + A,. It is well known that strong mixing does not imply absolute regularity. We 
conjecture that condition (1.1) (that is, the assumption that there exists a, + 0 and 
A, + 0 such that (1.1) holds) likewise describes a proper subclass of the strongly 
mixing stationary sequences. 
On the other hand strong mixing implies (1.2) (with a, := a(n) and A, := 0). The 
difference between (1.2) and the usual formulation of the strong mixing condition 
is in terms of mixing rates. Our weak invariance principle (Theorem 1 below) 
assumes a certain polynomial rate for the convergence of a, to 0, while A,, can tend 
to 0 arbitrarily slowly. No assumption is made there on the rate of convergence of 
a(n) to 0; this rate may be essentially as slow as that of A,,. This will be shown in 
Theorem 3 below. That theorem and the comments following it indicate that our 
Theorems 1 and 2 extend the class of strongly mixing stationary sequences that are 
known to satisfy weak or strong invariance principles. 
The idea of looking at conditions (1.1) and (1.2), and “restricted p-mixing” 
conditions in general, arose from discussions with E. Presutti concerning the 
asymptotic behavior of a particle interacting with a semi-infinite ideal gas in a 
Bernoulli flow. (See Boldrighini, De Massi, Nogueira, and Presutti [3].) 
For a given strictly stationary sequence {X,} of random variables, we shall define 
for each n 2 0 the partial sum 
s,:=x,+. * .+x, 
where S,, := 0. If EX, = 0 and EX: < M then for each n 2 1 the (non-negative) number 
CT,, will be defined by 
u2 = ES2 ” tl. 
Foreach n=l,2,3 ,..., provided CT, > 0, define the process {IV,,(t), O=S TV l] to 
be the random continuous polygonal line on [0, 11 with vertices at the points t = 0, 
l/n,2/n,...,l where 
W,(k/n)=o-,‘S, Vk=O, 1,2,. . . ,n. 
Our first theorem will be a weak invariance principle under finite (2 + 6)th moments 
(6 > 0) and equation (1.2) with a certain polynomial rate of decay for {a,} and an 
arbitrarily slow rate of decay for {A,}. The main point here is that for a given 6 
there exists a polynomial rate on {a,,} which is sufficiently fast. Our rate depends 
on our technique of proof; perhaps it can be improved. Our rate can be expressed 
as follows: First, for each 6 E (0, 11, define the function GS: (0, S/(8+26)) + (0,oo) 
by 
log2 
120 
G,(x):= 
2(2+a/2)(1/2--x) _ 2 1 x- 62/[2(2+6)2] . (1.3) 
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It is easy to see that, for each 6 E (0, 11, G6 is positive and continuous on 
(0, 6/ (8 + 26)) and G,(x) + cc as x, taking values within this interval, approaches 
either endpoint. For each S E (0, l] define the number 
g(S) := 0<2$:s+2s) Gs(x . (1.4) 
The polynomial rate of decay imposed on {a,} will be as follows: 
38 > g(6) such that a, < nP’ as n + a. (1.5) 
In this paper the symbol < means 0( m). 
We shall also impose a condition on the variances of the partial sums, namely 
2 
(+” 
Ve>O limsupz>O. 
n+cs * (1.6) 
With a different proof, perhaps it would be possible to replace (1.6) by simply 
cr2,+oc as n+co. 
Theorem 1. Suppose {X,} is a strictly stationary sequence of random variables with 
EX,=O. Suppose that 0<6~1, EIX0(2+6 <co, and (1.6) holds. Suppose also that 
{Xk} satisjes condition (1.2) with {a,} satisfying (1.5) and A, + 0. Then, US n + ~0, 
the process {W,(t), 0s t G 1) converges weakly to a standard Wiener process 
{W(t),O< ts1). 
Theorem 1 still holds if for each n the process W, is replaced by the corresponding 
“step process” {(+;lStn,, , 0 G t < l}, where [x] denotes the greatest integer cx. One 
can see this as a corollary of Theorem 1 itself, by an easy argument using Theorem 
4.1 on p. 25 of Billingsley [2] (and one step in the proof of Theorem 1). 
Theorem 2. Suppose that the hypothesis of Theorem 1 holds, along with the extra 
assumption that 3A > 1 + 616 such that A, % (log n))” as n + co. Then there exists u2, 
0 < f12 < co, such that lim,,, n-‘a: = a’; and without changing its distribution the 
process {S, , n EN} can be redefined on another probability space, together with a 
standard Wiener process {W(t), t 2 0}, such that, as n + 00, 
IS, - W(a%)l= o(n”2(lOg log n))“2) U.S. 
From this almost sure invariance principle one has the law of the iterated logarithm 
and some other results as corollaries; see Chapter 1 of Philipp and Stout [23]. 
Our final result will describe a class of examples. 
Theorem 3. Suppose {a,} and {A,,} are each a non-increasing sequence of positive 
numbers such that a, s A, for all n, and as n + 00, A, + 0 and a, < azn. Then there 
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exists a strictly stationary sequence {X,} of random variables such that the following 
four statements hold: 
(i) For all n suficiently large, one has that 
VAE~?, VBE~ IP(AnB)-P(A)P(B)ISa,+A,[P(A)P(B)]1’2. 
(ii) A, < a(n) < A, as n -+ Co. 
(iii) p(n) = 1 for all n 2 1. 
(iv) If {a:} and {AZ} are sequences of positive numbers such that either 
(4 a:SAz Vnal andAj!,=o(A,) as n+oo, or 
(b) af=o(a,) and A:-,0 as n-woo, 
then for all n suficiently large there exist A E @-, and B E &y such that 
(P(An B)-P(A)P(B)I> a~+A~[P(A)P(B)]“‘. 
Several comments will be made in connection with Theorem 3. 
The restriction a, Q a 2n in Theorem 3 is of course consistent with the polynomial 
rate of decay of {a,} used in Theorems 1 and 2. 
The restriction a, G A,, t/n is quite reasonable. Consider for a moment the case 
where a, >A1, Vn. Then it is obvious that strong mixing with rate a( a, Vn 
implies (1.2) and that (1.2) would imply strong mixing with rate a(n) 42a, Vn. 
Thus there would be practically no difference between (1.2) and the assumption of 
strong mixing with rate a(n) < a, as n + 00. Thus, leaving aside the cases where the 
sequences {a,} and {A,} are “incomparable” with each other, the only interesting 
cases are those in which a, G A, b’n or rather even a,, = o(A,) as n + CO. 
If {X,} is a strictly stationary sequence, {a,,} and {A,,} are sequences of positive 
numbers converging to 0, and (1.2) holds, then one might have hoped that (1.2) 
would still hold if one judiciously changes the “balance” between the two sequences 
{a,,} and {A”}, replacing either one by an appropriate “smaller” sequence and the 
other by a “larger” sequence (still converging to 0). But Theorem 3(iv) shows that 
in general this cannot be done effectively either way, at least if one sticks to the 
requirement a, s A, (see the preceding paragraph). 
In the standard earlier weak invariance principles under the mixing conditions 
discussed here, either strong mixing is assumed with a polynomial mixing rate 
(depending on the moments assumed), as in Davydov [9], Oodaira and Yoshihara 
[20], and Herrndorf [15], or p-mixing is assumed, sometimes with a logarithmic 
mixing rate, as in Ibragimov [17], Peligrad [21], and Herrndorf [16], or else strong 
mixing is assumed together with a small positive limit for p(n), as in Peligrad [22]. 
Theorem 3 shows that Theorem 1 is not contained in any of these earlier results. 
Theorem 1 contains Ibragimov’s classic weak invariance principle for p-mixing 
sequences with finite (2 + 8)-th moments [ 17, Theorem 3.11, but it does not contain 
the corresponding classic result for strongly mixing sequences. This last result uses 
the mixing rate & (n)“(‘+‘) <UJ (see [20]), while Theorem 1 uses a faster rate on 
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{a,}. It would be interesting if Theorem 1 could be improved in such a way as to 
also contain this classic result under strong mixing. 
Theorem 1 will be proved in Section 2. Theorem 2 will be proved at the very end 
of Section 2. Theorem 3 will be proved in Section 3. 
2. Proof of Theorems 1 and 2 
The first three lemmas will be devoted to converting (1.2), which is a condition 
on events, into related conditions on random variables having certain moments. 
Lemma 1. Suppose _F’Z and 93 are a-jields, a > 0, A > 0, and 
VAEG! VBE%I (P(AnB)-P(A)P(B)Isa+h.[P(A)P(B)]”2. 
Then 
VAE_QZ VBE% (P(AnB)-P(A)P(B)( 
<a+2A.[P(A).P(Ac)*P(B)*P(Bc)]1’2. 
Proof. Suppose A E d and B E 2. Define the events A, and B, as follows: 
A .= 
1 
A if P(A)Gi, B 
1’ 
B .= ifP(B)Gi, 
A’ ifP(A)>i; i’ I B’ if P(B)>;. 
Then, by simple calculations, 
IP(A n B) - P(A)P(B)I = lP(4 n B,) - P(&)P(BJ 
c a + A . [P(A,)P( B,)]“’ 
<a +2/i. [P(A,) . P(A;) . P(B,) 1 P(B;)]“’ 
= af2A. [P(A). P(A") . P(B). P(B=)]“*. 
Lemma 2. Suppose the hypothesis of Lemma 1 holds andf E .%,(4, g E T&g), and 
Ef= Eg =O. Then lEfgl~4allf(~,l(glJ,+ 13 - (2~)““‘llfll2l(gll2. 
Proof. Our argument will be similar to the proof of Theorem 1 of Bradley [6]; we 
shall indicate the differences. The first change is that the value of t in [6] is replaced 
by t = 2A. Now t > 0 (since A > 0 by assumption). If t 5 13-31 then 13t”3’ Z= 1 and 
Lemma 2 follows from Cauchy’s inequality. Henceforth we assume (as in [6]), 
o< t<13-3’. (2.1) 
As in [6] we can assume without loss of generality that f and g are mean-zero 
non-trivial simple functions and (replacing f by -f if necessary) that E’g 3 0. Our 
task is to prove (instead of equation (2) of [6]) that 
~fg~~~IlfIl~ll~ll~+~~~“3’llfl1211~l12. (2.2) 
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We represent f and g exactly as in [6], and in particular eqn. (3) on page 169 
there remains valid. Continuing to use the notations in that reference, on page 169, 
lines 16-17 there, instead of EV, Wj s H(ci, d,) we have Eq/iU: c a + H(c,, dj), and 
instead of Efg s Cili 2::: qirjH( Ci, dj) we have 
I-1 J-1 
Efgs C C sirj[a+H(ct,d,)I. i=l j=) 
Now crl: q, =& -f, c 211 f Ilm and Cjz: rj = g, -g, s 2]]g]]~, and hence 
I-, J--1 
Efgs4allf llmllgllm+ C C 4iTHCci, dj). 
,=I j=l 
All that remains now is to prove that 
I-1 J-1 
4irjH(ci, dj) 4 13f”3111f ll2llgll*~ 
r=l j=* 
To do this, we simply use the argument in [6, page 169, line -8 to page 170, line 
1 l] (omit the 2 Efg in page 170, line 3 there), ending with an application of Lemma 
0 there. This completes the proof of Lemma 2 here. 
Remark. With a bit of extra work, one might be able to replace the term 13 . (2A)“31 
in Lemma 2 by C(F) . A’-” or even by CA(1 -log h), by adapting arguments in 
Bulinskii [8] or Bradley and Bryc [7, Theorem 4.l(vi)], or by efficiently using a 
classic equality of W. Hoeffding, 
oc m 
EXY-EXEY= 
I i 
[P(Xsx, Ysy) 
--co -cc 
- P( X s x)P( Y s y)] dx dy. 
(For this equality see Lehmann [19, p. 1139, Lemma 21. The argument in Bradley 
[6] is related to Hoeffding’s equality and to arguments in Lehmann’s paper.) Lemma 
2 in its present form is adequate for our purposes. 
Lemma 2 is a variant of a well known inequality in Ibragimov and Linnik [18, 
Theorem 17.2.11 involving the strong mixing coefficients a(n). The next lemma will 
be a similar variant of a result of Davydov [lo, Lemma 71. 
Lemma 3. Suppose the hypothesis of Lemma 1 holds and 1 <p 6 ~0, 1 < q G 00, 
UP+ l/q < 1, f E =%,,{,~(4, and g E %,,x(,,2Aa). Then 
1 Efg - EJEgj < 20a’-“p-“q Ilf Ilpllgll, + 13 . cw'3111f ll2llgll2. 
Proof. We shall adapt Deo’s [13, Lemma l] proof of the cited result of Davydov 
[lo]. Let p, q, f; and g be arbitrary but fixed, satisfying the specifications in the 
statement of Lemma 3. Without loss of generality we assume that ]]f]l,>O and 
((g((, > 0. Define the positive numbers C := I] f IIP. a-“’ and D:= I]g]14. u-“~. Define 
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the r.v.‘sfo,fi, go, and g1 byfo:=f* I(jf]s C),f,:=f--f,, g,:=g* I(jg]sD), and 
g, := g -go, where I denotes the indicator function. Then 
I~f~-~~~l~I~f,go-~f~~,l+I~f,~~-~f~~~l+l~f,~-~f,~~l. (2.3) 
Now, by Lemma 2, 
I Efogo - EfoEgol 
s 16~1 ‘-‘/p-1’qJIs(IpJlgJ\q+13. ~~~~1’3111fl1211~llZ. (2.4) 
To estimate the second term in the R.H.S. of equation (2.3), we have 
IEhs~-%Eg~l~2 * kf&hlllp~~~ * b-llpllg~llp~ (2.5) 
by an application of Holder’s inequality, where p’ is defined by l/p + l/p’ = 1. 
(Hence p’< q.) Now 
Elg,lP’ = 
I 
Iglp’ dP s Dp’-q 
{lgl>D) I {(gl>D) lgi4 dP 
s Dp’-q\(gl(; 
and hence (Jg,ll,~~ D1-q’p’llg(] zip’. Hence by equation (2.5) and simple arithmetic, 
IWog, - J3&g,l41fl1,~ ~l-q’p’ll~ll~‘p’=~~l-l’p--l’qIlfllp~~~~~~. (2.6) 
By a similar argument, the third term on the R.H.S. of (2.3) can be estimated by 
IEfig-W,Egt ~2~1-1’p-1’q1~flt,l~g~~~. (2.7) 
By plugging equations (2.4), (2.6) and (2.7) into (2.3), we obtain Lemma 3. 
Now we turn our attention to the proof of Theorem 1. The main task in this proof 
is to show that under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, SU~,,~~((S,~\~+~,~/(T,, <co. The 
next six lemmas are devoted to proving this inequality, and the argument will be 
an adaptation of a well known argument of Ibragimov [17, lemma 2.11. Once that 
inequality is proved, Theorem 1 (and also Theorem 2) will follow fairly quickly. 
In order to simplify our use of Lemma 3, let us introduce the notation 
Vn 2 1 b, := 13 . (2An)‘j3’ (2.8) 
where {A,} is as in the hypothesis of Theorem 1. Note that under the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1, b, + 0 as n + co. In what follows, under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, 
we assume without loss of generality that 
Vnzl a,Gl and b,Gl. (2.9) 
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Lemma 4. Suppose the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satis-ed. Then for each q > 0 there 
exists a positive constant C, (a function of only 77 and 8) such that Vn 3 1 Vk z 1 
V6*, S** such that 612 < 6* < a** G S, 
((S,, IIz+s* C IIS, )lzf6** . [2+ 120a~~I**~‘*)‘(2+S)2 
+6b 8/:,+$.771 1’(2+s*)+ C,~“++2k. IIX,llz+s. 
Proof. First let us suppose that n 2 1, k 3 1, and 6/2 < 6* < 6** s 6, and let us carry 
out some calculations. Define the notation S, := S2n+k -S,,+,. Then by Minkowski’s 
inequality, 
IlS2nl12+S*~ IIS” +~J2+s*+ llSn+k -SnlL+s*+ IlS2n+k - S2nll2+s* 
s J(Sn+%llz+s:+2k. II&II,+,. (2.10) 
Now let us estimate the term EIS, + Sn12+‘*. Recall that 6 6 1 by hypothesis. 
EIS, +$I’+‘* G E(S, +S,)‘(lS,l”*+IS,I”*) 
G~E(S,[~+‘* +EISn(SIIS,12+E(S,121S,JS* 
+2EIS,I . (S,l’+s*+2EIS,(1+S*lS,( 
< 2EIS,,(2+S* +3EIS,I”*lS,)2+3E(S,121S,JS* (2.11) 
where the last inequality comes from the elementary fact that if x 2 0 and y z 0 are 
real numbers then xy’+‘* + x’+‘*y s xs*y2+ x2y6*. 
Next let us estimate EIS,,IS*I$j2. We shall apply Holder’s inequality, and Lemma 
3 (and (2.8)) with p = q = 2(2+ 6**)/(2+ 6*), and (2.9). 
EISnlS*I%12 
c [EIS,12+6*](2~S*)/(2+s*) . [EJSnSnl(2+s*)/2]2s*/(2+S*) 
s [I&((~;$ . [20a~;~‘P-1’4(l ISn)(2+S*)‘21(p. 1) JSn/(2+S*)‘2)(q 
+ b,+,lJ JS,J(2+S*)‘2))2 . )I JS,J(2+S*)‘2)j2 
+ E/Sal (2+~*)/2EISn( (2+s*)/2 2s*/(z+s*) 1 
= 1) S, jI:;$ . [20a~~l*-s*“‘2+s**‘JJsn Il$$+ 
+ b,+, II S, )I :$ + II S, II ~~:;*~,212S*‘12+s*‘) 
G JJS, /I$;$* . [20a~~~~s*~‘~2+s**~(Is, II~~~Z* 
+ b,+,))S,$$+ ))Sn~~~+S*]2S*“2+S*’ 
G IIS, II;;;:* . [20a:s,;(~**-~*~/1(2+~*)(2+6*‘)l~~S” II ;:;** 
+ b;:*/*j(*+‘*)l( S, II :::** + I[ S, II :“*I 
G II S, II$$ . [20a~~l**~6*)‘(2-c6~2 + bc$] + 1) S,, 1) :;$*I[ S, I( z’*. 
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The same estimate holds for E(S,,(2]Sn16*, and hence by (2.11) we have that 
E(S,+S”]z+S* s ]IS$$[2+ 120as,!s;*-s*“‘2+s’2+6bS,!:1 
+611Snll:S~~~IISnIl:s*. (2.12) 
In proving Lemma 4 it suffices to consider only values of n E (0, 11. Henceforth 
we impose this restriction on 7. For each 77 E (0, l] define the constant C,, by 
C, := 6(2+s)/sn-*/6. Then for each such 7, C, 2 6~2is*~‘~2s*~~~~2~s*~/(zs*~ and, by 
simple arithmetic, (6/C,,)‘, ” ‘*‘s (7/6)“(*“*‘. Hence either 
(i) on/(ISn((2+S**~ (77/6)“(*‘*) or 
(ii) ~JllSnll 2+s** 3 (6/ C11)1’(2-s*). 
If (i) holds then, by simple arithmetic, 6]]Snjj~;$*~~* s 7 1 ]IS,,]j$*. If (ii) holds 
then, by simple arithmetic, 6]1Snll~~$o~*~ C,az+“*. In either case, by (2.12), for 
each 77 E (0, 11, 
EIS, + $I*+‘* < ]]S,]];;s,:.[2+ 120as,!S;*-S*“(2+6’Zf6bsk/:1 + n]+ C,,)(T;+~’ 
and hence (using the trivial fact that C, > 1) 
Il&+%lI z+ses JISn((2+S**[2+ 120ask!s;*-s*)“2+6)2+6bsk!: + T#(~+‘*)+ C,,a,,. 
Since C, depends only on n and 6, Lemma 4 follows from (2.10). 
In what follows, expressions such as 2” will frequently occur as subscripts. For 
typographical convenience we shall use the following notation: 
Vx E R daub(x) := 2”. 
When necessary we shall use the notation [x] := greatest integer s-x. 
Also, if I = 0 then Cl=, (anything) is interpreted to be 0. 
Lemma 5. Suppose the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satis$ed. Then 3p > 0 3A > 0 such 
that Vr E (0, 1,2,. . .}, 
IIS~~~~~~~I~Z+G/Z~~““~-~‘IIX~~~~+~ +A 1 ii, 2”“!“2-P’rrdouh(ri)). 
Proof. Using (1.5) we fix 0 > g(S) such that 
a,=o(nP) as n+a. (2.13) 
Using (1.3), (1.4) we fix y, O<y<S/(8+26), such that 8> G,(y). Then we fix E, 
0 < E < y, such that 
I 
log2 
[ 
120 
2(2fS/2)(1/2-_y) _ 2 
8> 
1 
&62/[2(2+ S)2] . 
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By elementary arithmetic, 
pfs~/[2(2+sF < 120-l . (p+s/2w2-Y) -2) 
and hence 
2+ 120 . ~-efs~/[2(2+s)~l< 2(2+w)(1/2~Y). 
By (2.13), a, <n-’ for all n sufficiently large. Hence for all positive integers r 
sufficiently large, 
u[do”b(rE)l+l < 2-eESz”2(2+fi)2’ s2/[2r(z+s)q 
and hence 
2 + 120 . a;;%&c;,“!;l < 2(2+w2)(1/2-Y)~ 
Fix CL, E < p < y. Fix 7, 0 < n < 2 (Z+‘/Z)(I/‘-~L) _ 2(2+‘/Z)(‘/Z--Y). Since bk ~ 0 as k ~ 00 9 
one has that, for all integers r sufficiently large, 
6b~ckb(r~),+, + 7 < 2 (2+8/2)(1/2-P) _ 2(2+s/2w-Y)~ 
Hence, for all integers r sufficiently large, 
(2+ 120 . a[S,2~~~~~2;;~~:1+6b~~~ub(rr)l+l+ ~#‘(~+~‘~)<2”~-+‘. (2.14) 
Fix /3 such that 
O<P</.L-E. (2.15) 
Let us now suppose that Y is a positive integer so large that (2.14) holds, and let 
us carry out some calculations. For each i = 0, 1,2, . . . , r define S, := 6/2+ i * 6/(2r). 
Then for each i = 1,2,. . . , r, s(s~-s,_,)/(~+~)~= S2/[2r(2+6)21 and hence by 
Lemma 4 (with k=[2”]) and (2.14), 
Vn a 1 IIS2nl12+s,m, 6 IISnI12+,, . 21’2-p + C~~n+2’E+111X~l12+8 
where C, is as in the statement of Lemma 4. Applying this repeatedly, with (n, i) 
being (1, r), then (2, r-l), then (4, r -2), then (8, r-3), . . . we finally obtain 
JJSdoub(r)~~2+S,2~ [2’(‘/2-p’)+ iF, 2(‘-‘)(“2-p’) * 2’e+1] * IlX,l12+fi 
+c 
‘) 
. i 2(i--1)(1/2--cI) 
gdoub(r-i) 
i=l 
S (2r+ 1) * 2r(1’2-P+F) . IlX,(12+s + C, * i 2(i-1)‘1’2-r’~ddoub(r_i~. 
i=l 
By (2.15), for all r sufficiently large, 
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By replacing C, by a larger constant if necessary, we can include the (finitely many) 
remaining values of r 2 1. Thus Lemma 5 holds for all r 5 1. Also, Lemma 5 holds 
for r = 0 by the simple equation IIS1](2+s,2= (]X01]2+612~ ]]XOl]z+s. This completes the 
proof. 
Lemma 6. Suppose the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satisjied. Then Vy> 0 3 B, > 0 
such that Vi, r with 0~ i =S r, one has that u~~,,~(,) > B, . 2(r-i)(1’2-y)adoub(i). 
Proof. First let us suppose that n 3 1 and k 3 0, and let us carry out some calculations. 
Let S,, be as in the proof of Lemma 4. Similarly to equation (2.10) there, 
II%nllz~ lI~~+~~Il,-~~ll~,ll,. 
Applying Lemma 3 with p = q = 2 + 6/2, along with (2.8), we obtain 
ICov(S,, ~,~l~~~~~/,‘f+S’II~,II~+~~~+~k+,ll~nll~ 
and hence 
II~~+~~ll~~~~~~-~~+~>II~~II~-~~~Sk!(f+S~II~~II~+s~211’2 
~21’2(1-bk+l)~~Sn~(2-401’2a~/+(~+2S’~~Sn~~2+s,2 
(where [ -]1’2 is replaced by 0 if [ .] is negative) and hence 
ll~2,1l2~~1’2~~-~~+,~ll~~ll2-4~1’2~sk/+(18~2S~Il~nll2+S~2-~~ll~01l2 (2.16) 
We shall come back to (2.16) shortly. Now let 0 < /? < 4 and A > 0 be as in Lemma 
5. Let 9’ denote the set of all non-negative integers r such that 
~doub~,~/2ro’2-P)~ ad0Ub(ij/2i(“2-P) Vi = 0, 1, . . . , r. 
We need to show that 9’ is an infinite set. To do this, it suffices to show that 
s := SuP,,o~&x03(,)/2 ‘(1/2-p) = 03. Now, for any n > 1, defining r by 2’s n < 2’+’ and 
expressing n in binary form, we have that 
0” s udoub( i) 
i=O 
= s. 2w-m . j$ 2-j(1/2-P) 
s n(l/*-P) . s. z 2-Al/*-0). 
j=O 
Since the last sum is finite, the assumption (1.6) (with any E E (0,2/3)) implies s = 00. 
Hence Y is an infinite set. 
Obviously, for each r E 9 one has that g&&,(r) 2 (Tdoub(i) vi = 0, 1, . . . , r and hence 
(see Lemma 5) 
ijSdoub(r)j12+S,ZG 2”(1’2-p)I~&112+~ +A. c&,ub(r) . i$, 2(i-‘)(1’2-p). 
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The sum is %2’(“2-p) as r + 00. We fix B > 0 such that, for all r E 9, IISdoub(,)((2+S,2 5 
B. p/*-P) 
ohoub( r) . By (2.16), for all k 2 0 and r such that r - 1 E Y’, 
cddoub(r)3 2”2(1 - bk+l)gdoub(r-l) 
_4()1/*Ba;l,‘,8+2S) . 2(r-1)(1/2-P),doub(r_1) _2ka,, 
Referring to (1.3), (1.4), it is easy to show that g(6)> (8+26)/S. Using (1.5) in 
the hypothesis of Theorem 1, we fix 0 > (8+28)/a such that ak < k-@ as k+ 00. We 
fix Q > 0 such that for all k 2 0 and r such that r - 1 E 9, 
gddoub(r) 3 21’2(1 - bk+&doub(r-1) 
_ Q. (k+ 1)-oS/(8+2S) . 2(r-1)(‘/2~P)adoub(r_,) -2kg,. 
Now suppose r - 1 E Y and n > 0. Taking k = [ 77 * vd,,ub(r-l)] we obtain 
qdoub(r) 3 21’2(1 - bk+l)udoub(r-l) 
-QY 06/(8+26) . udoub(r-l) l-0,3/(8+26) . 2(r-U(1/*-P)_217. (+1 . pddoub(r_,)e 
Now suppose y > 0. Let us fix n > 0 so small that l-277 I]X,l], > 2-y. Then as 
r + ~0 subject to the restriction r - 1 E .Y, b,,, + 0 (since k = [ 77 . ~~~~~~~~~~~ + CO), and 
gdoub(r-l) ‘-es’(8t2s) . 2(r-r)(“2Pp) = o(oddoub(r_lI) (by the definition of 9’ and the fact that 
@s/(8 + 26) > 1 by choice of 0). Hence there exists r,, = r,,( 7) such that Vr 2 r,, such 
that r- 1 E 9, o&ub(r) 2 21’2-Yo&,ub(r_1). Considering some y, 0 < y < p, one has from 
the definition of 9’ that if r 3 r,,(y) and r - 1 E Y then r E .Y. Since Y is an infinite 
set, such an r must exist, and by induction one has that Y contains all but finitely 
many positive integers. 
Now let y> 0 be arbitrary but fixed. By the preceding argument there exists 
r* = r*(y) such that Vr 2 r* v&,&(r) 3 2”2-Yu&,ub(r_l). Define 
c := inf[~ddoub(r)/(21’2-Y~d~“b~~_,~)], 1 c rc r*. 
Define B, := 1 A c’*. Then by a simple argument, B, > 0 and Vi, r, 0~ i c r, 
g&+r) 2 B, ’ 2”-i”1’2-v’~dou~(i). Thus Lemma 6 holds. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 7. Suppose the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satisfied. Then there exists a constant 
B ’ 0 such that Vr z 0, I)Sdoub(r)~i2+6,2 c Bgdoub(r). 
Proof. Fix 0 < p <i and A > 0 as in Lemma 5. Fix y, 0 < y < /_?. Fix B, > 0 as in 
Lemma 6. From Lemma 5 we have that, for each r30, 
s uddoub( r) =&,,2+. + A . j, ( 2(i-1)(1/*-p) y:::;1:‘)1 
s cddoub(r) 2z!-?,,xo,,2+6+ae;’ i 2(i-1)(1/2-P). 2-“1/2-“]. 
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By Lemma 6 for our fixed ‘y, the term 2r(1’2-P’/~doubCrj vanishes as I+ a. Also, the 
sum Cl=, 2 (i-1)(‘/2-~) . 2-i(1/2--y) is bounded above by CT=“=, 2i(y-p) <CO. Lemma 7 
follows. 
Lemma 8. the hypothesis Then there exists 
such that Vn, n ~2’+‘, one has u, 2 De udoubCrj; 
n+W. 
Proof. Obviously we can ignore the case n = 2’ (for D = 1 will work then). Let us 
suppose that r30, 2’~ n <2’+‘, and kz 1, and let us carry out some calculations. 
Define SdoubCrj:= S,,, - Sn-doubCrj+k. Arguing as in Lemma 6, we have 
llSnll2~ llSn-doub(r)+Sdoub(r)ll2-2k. IlX42. 
Applying Lemma 3 with p = 2 and q = 2t 612, we have 
lCov(S”-doub(r), sio”b(r))l 
(2.17) 
and hence 
2 ESZ,+utw + ES:out+) - 2h lISn-~ou~~r~ll2llS~ou~~r)ll2 
-~~~Sk’~8+2S~lI~n-doub~r~l1211~doub~r~l12+S~2 
2 ~%-~ouw + ~‘%ouwrj - h(-=-,a,,,,,+ %,ud 
-20aSk”8+26’(ES2n--doub(r)+ IlSdoub~r~l122+6~2) 
a (1 - bk -20a~“8t2S’)ES~-doub~r~+ (1 - bk -20B2a~‘(8+26))ES~oub~,~ 
where B is as in Lemma 7. 
Fix k such that 1 -bk-20(max{l, B2})a~‘(s+2s)~~. Then VrsO Vn 2’~ n ~2’+‘, 
one has that EISn-doubCrj+ &,ubCr,]2~ (1/2)ES&,,,C,,; and hence, by (2.17), 
By Lemma 6, if r is sufficiently large and 2’ < n G 2”+l then II S, II2 2 (l/2) 1) SdoubCr)(j2. 
Replacing l/2 by a smaller positive constant if necessary, we can obtain Lemma 8. 
(The second conclusion of Lemma 8 now follows from Lemma 6.) 
Lemma 9. If the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satisjied, then sup,,,JIS,~)~+~~~/a, < ~0. 
Proof. Let the constants B and D be as in Lemmas 7 and 8. Fix 0 < y <i. Let B, 
be as in Lemma 6. 
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Let n 3 1 be arbitrary 
form, we obtain 
r 
< B. &ID- f 2-J(‘/z-Y) 
1 
a, 
j=O 1 . 
but fixed. Define r by 2’ G n < 2’+‘. Expressing n in binary 
Since the term in the brackets is a (finite) constant, Lemma 9 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Recall that (1.2) implies strong mixing. By Lemma 9 and 
Ibragimov and Linnik [ 18, p. 307, Theorem 17.2.21, supmao,n&orr(XP, +. . . +X0, 
x, + . . .+X,+,)1 converges to 0 as 1-+00. By Ibragimov and Linnik [18, p. 330, 
lines 6-141 and Lemma 8, Var S, = n. h(n) where h:(0,~~)+(0, ~0) is a slowly 
varying function. Hence by Lemma 9, Ibragimov and Linnik [18, p. 397, property 
(3)] (for l/h as well as h), and some simple calculations, 
[ 
supElw~(s)-~(t)l:+“‘2, n31, oss<tc1 <a. 
Is _ q+w5 I 
Hence in Billingsley [2, p. 157, Theorem 19.21 the tightness condition (eqn. (19.15) 
there) is satisfied. (See Billingsley [2], p. 95, Theorem 12.3 and eqn. (12.51) and p. 
55, Theorem 8.2.) In 12, Theorem 19.21 the uniform integrability condition is satisfied 
by Lemma 9. Now Theorem 1 follows from Billingsley [2, Theorem 19.21 (the rest 
of the conditions there are easy to check). 
Proof of Theorem 2. By the hypothesis of Theorem 2, one has that {X,} is strongly 
mixing with mixing rate a(n) < (log n)-” (where A is as in the hypothesis of Theorem 
2). Now Theorem 2 follows immediately from Lemmas 8 and 9 and Bradley [5, 
Theorem 41. 
3. Proof of Theorem 3 
Without loss of generality we assume that A, G 1 Vn 2 1, and that the sequence 
{a,} is strictly decreasing. 
For each n 2 1 define the positive number E, := (a, - a,+,)/(6n). 
Let X’“‘:= {X , p kEZ}, n=0,1,2 )..., be strictly stationary sequences of r.v.‘s 
with the following properties: 
(3.1) These sequences X(O), X(l), Xc2), . . . are independent of each other. 
(3.2) The sequence X(O) satisfies a(n) = A,/8 and p(n) = A,/2 for every n > 1. 
(This is possible by Theorem 6-and the two lines immediately following Theorem 
6-in Bradley [4, page 41.) 
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(3.3) For each n = 1,2,3, . . . the sequences XC”*“:= {X(k”), k = j mod n}, j = 
1,2,. . . ) n, are independent of each other. 
(3.4) For each n = 1,2,3,. . . , each j = 1,2,. . . , n, the sequence X(“,j) defined in 
(3.3) is a strictly stationary Markov chain with state space {1,2,3,4}, with invariant 
marginal probability vector [(l - .s,)*, (1 - a,,)~,, (‘I - ~,)a,,, E:], and with one-step 
transition probability matrix 
l-E, E, 0 0 
0 0 l-E, E, 
I 1 l-E, E, 0 0 . 0 0 1 -E, E, 
(Thus the (l, m)-th entry of this matrix is P(Xl’,$,,,+j = ~IIX~)+~ = I).) 
Note that for each n 2 1, the distribution of the sequence X’“’ is completely 
determined by (3.3) and (3.4). Also note that for each n 5 1, each j = 1,2, . . . , n, 
the Markov chain X’“.” is l-dependent (one can see this by squaring the transition 
probability matrix). Hence for each n 2 1 the sequence X’“’ is n-dependent; this 
fact will be useful later on. 
Let f:RxRxRx* * * + R be a bimeasurable isomorphism. (That is, both f and 
f-’ are Borel-measurable functions. Such an f is well known to exist.) Define the 
sequence X := {Xk, k E H} by 
X, :=f(X:‘, X(kl), Xi?, . . .) Vk E Z. (3.5) 
By an elementary argument, the sequence X is strictly stationary. For -co< JG 
L < CO define the u-field 
~~:=a(Xk,J~k~L)=~(X(kn),n~O,J~k~L). 
The last equality here holds by the properties of J: 
We shall now prove that the sequence X satisfies properties (i), (ii), (iii), and 
(iv) in Theorem 3. For arbitrary a-fields 9 and 93 we shall use the notations 
a(.&,93):=suplP(AnB)-P(A)P(B)], AE& BEB; 
P(4 B):= suplCorr(f; g)l, fE T*(d), ge %(S). 
Proof of Theorem 3(i). For each N = 1,2,3,. . . define the event DN by 
DN := {Xv) = 1 V(n, k) such that n 3 IV and -n + 1 s k s 0). 
Now, for each n = 1,2,3,. . . , P(X$“’ = 1) = (1 - E,)* 2 l-2&,. Hence, for each n = 
1,2,3,. . . ) P(X$+, = * . . = Xl;’ = 1) 3 1 - 2n&,. Hence, for each N = 1,2,3,. . . , 
P(D,)>l- f 2ns,=l-2 f (a,-a,+,)/6=1-a,/3~~. (3.6) 
ll=N n=N 
(Recall that UN < a, < AI G 1.) By an elementary argument, for each N = 1,2,3,. . . 
the probability measure QN on %?‘m defined by &(A) := P(A( DN) has the following 
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properties: Under QN the sequences X(O), X(l), X(‘), . . . are independent of each 
other, and the sequences X(O), X(r), . . . , XcN-r) have the same distributions as they 
have under the given probability measure Z? Thus under QN the sequences 
X(1) X(2’ (N-1) are each at most (N - 1)-dependent. Also, under QN, for 
each’ n 2 &.;deXsequence X’“’ has probability distribution given by P( * IX?;,, = 
. . . = X$“’ = 1) and in particular (under QN, Vn z N) c+(Xp’, k s 0) and (~(X(kn), k 1 
1) are independent a-fields. Thus under QN the o-fields u(X’“‘), IT, n 2 1, 
k<O), and a(X(k”), n 2 1, k 3 N) are independent. Consequently, using (3.2), 
VN?l 
/.%.,(tim, s) = &,(a(X’,O’, ks 0), c(X!?, k 3 N)) 
=p&(X’,O), ksO),a(Xf”, kZ N))=A,/2. 
The first equality here follows from the well known fact that if ~4, B3,, A?*, and .93* 
are a-fields on some probability space and &r v 9,) d2, and S13, are independent, 
then p(&, v .pP,, 53, v a,) = p(d,, .2711). This fact is a simple consequence of the 
identityp(~,,)=supllE(fl~)-Efll,/IlfII,,f~~~(d).ThusVN~l onehasthat 
VAE SC-, VBE FN 
IQN(An B)-QN(A)QN(B)I~ (AN/~)[QN(A)QN(B)I”*. (3.7) 
By (3.6) and an elementary argument, VN 2 1 VAE S?‘m, one has that 
IQN(A)-P(A)I=JP(AIDN)-P(A)I~1-P(DN)~~N/3. 
Hence by (3.7) and (3.6), one has that VN = 1,2,3,. . . VAE 9?, VB E PN, 
IP(A n B) - P(NP(B)I 
CUN+AN[P(A)P(B)]“*. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3(i). 
Proof of Theorem 3(ii). For each n 2 1, 
A,/8 = a(a(Xk (‘I, kc 0), a(X(,o), k z n)) 
Sa(9?,,~)~ua,+A,~2A, 
by (3.2), Theorem 3(i), and the assumption a, =S A,,. Thus (ii) holds. 
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Proof of Theorem 3(iii). For each n 2 1, 
Corr(l(Xg’= 2 or 4), 1(X’,“’ = 3 or 4)) = 1 
by an elementary calculation, and hence p( 9%) e) = 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3(iv). Recall the elementary fact that if (1.2) holds then o(n) G 
a,+/I,,n=1,2 ).... By essentially the same elementary argument, if hypothesis (a) 
in (iv) holds then the conclusion of (iv) follows quickly from Theorem 3(ii). Now 
let us assume that hypothesis (b) in (iv) holds, namely a: = ~(a,) and A;+ 0; we 
shall show that under these assumptions too the conclusion of (iv) holds. 
For each n 3 1 define the events A,, and B, by 
A, := {X(k”) = 2 or 4 for some integer k, -n/2 < kc 0}, 
& := {Xp = 3 or 4 for some integer k, n/2< ks n}. 
By an elementary calculation, Vn 2 1 P(A,) = P(B,) and P(B,IA,) = 1; and also 
P(A,) - n&,/2 as n + 00. (Here and in what follows, the notation c, - d, means 
Lim c,/d, = 1.) 
For each N = 1,2,3,. . . define the events AK and BL by 
A~:=AN~AN+,uAN+Zu..., 
B&:= BNu BN+,u BN+2u.. a. 
By an elementary calculation, VN > 1 P(A*,) = P( I?%) and P(B)*NIAz) = 1; and 
also, as N + o;), P(A*,) - CrCp=, n&,/2 = aN/ 12. 
Hence, for each n = 1,2,3,. . . , Azn E 9?, and B& E &S$‘; and as n + ~0, 
IP(AT, n B%)- P(A%JP(%JI = P(A%l- P(GJI - PC&) 
=[P(A;JP(B;~)]“‘--u~~/~~. 
Since a, < azn by the hypothesis of Theorem 3, it is now easy to see that if hypothesis 
(b) in Theorem 3(iv) holds, then the conclusion of (iv) also holds. This completes 
the proof of (iv). 
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